


The word ‘origin’ means where something 
came  from or where it began.

This week, we are looking at spellings that belong to 
the same family of words.

Many words 
share the 

same origin
or root word.

root



‘inter-’ comes from Latin and means 
between, amongst or in the middle of. 

As I reveal the definitions of inter- prefix 
words, can you discuss them and spell 

them on your whiteboards?

The particular prefix that we are going to look at this week is…

interWorking with 
a partner, can 
you solve this 
quick quiz? 



interrupt

interfere

intercept 

intertwine

interim

Remember, the clues will all lead to inter- prefix words:

Start1:001:000:590:580:570:560:550:540:530:520:510:500:490:480:470:460:450:440:430:420:410:400:390:380:370:360:350:340:330:320:310:300:290:280:270:260:250:240:230:220:210:200:190:180:170:160:150:140:130:120:110:100:090:080:070:060:050:040:030:020:01Time’s up!

To deliberately stop a continuous activity or process.

To get involved in someone else’s business.

To obstruct something from reaching its destination.

To twist together.

In the meantime.

Start the timer for each clue! 
(Click on the clue for 

the answer!)



internal

intersperse

interloper

interest

interject

Remember, the clues will all lead to inter- prefix words:

Start1:001:000:590:580:570:560:550:540:530:520:510:500:490:480:470:460:450:440:430:420:410:400:390:380:370:360:350:340:330:320:310:300:290:280:270:260:250:240:230:220:210:200:190:180:170:160:150:140:130:120:110:100:090:080:070:060:050:040:030:020:01Time’s up!

Situated within the inside of something.

To scatter among or between things.

An intruder or uninvited guest.

To have a curiosity or excitement in something.

To say something abruptly over the top of another speaker.

Start the timer for each clue! 
(Click on the clue for 

the answer!)



Spin

Can you use some of these inter- word family 
spellings in your own sentences?

Let’s spin the spinner. Use the 
word it lands on to create a 

sentence with a relative clause.



Spin

Can you use some of these inter- word family 
spellings in your own sentences?

Let’s spin the spinner. Use the 
word it lands on to create a 

passive sentence.



Spin

Can you use some of these inter- word family 
spellings in your own sentences?

Let’s spin the spinner. Use the 
word it lands on to create a 

sentence written in the 
subjunctive mood.



Work hard to practise 
these inter- word family 

spellings.

Here are your spelling words for this week.




